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A: I think you need to check the value of $url in your code with the value you got from $_POST['url'] $url = $_POST['url']; or if(isset($_POST['url'])) { $url = $_POST['url']; } Check for that value. if(strlen($url) > 0) { // Here the code will check for other things based on $url } Don't forget to handle
for empty value of the value in $_POST['url']. Same method should be used for $coupon as well. Edit: You should check for any of the below possibilities where the $_POST is empty. if(isset($_POST['abc'])) { $abc = $_POST['abc']; } if(isset($_POST['xyz'])) { $xyz = $_POST['xyz']; }

if(isset($_POST['xyz'])) { $xyz = $_POST['xyz']; } else { die('invalid input'); } if(isset($_POST['xyz'])) { $xyz = $_POST['xyz']; } elseif(isset($_POST['abc'])) { $xyz = $_POST['xyz']; } else { die('invalid input'); } if(empty($_POST['something'])) { die('invalid input'); } Flash Light for the Enterprise -
jokull ====== jokull Post 6: We have built a prototype of a simpler, smaller, more wearable flashlight. Based on the audience reaction and review on our site, the flashlight could become much more useful than a typical flashlight. However, we are still deciding if we want to market the product

internally as it is, or to go public with the product. We have decided to to go public with a new company: CorePoint Consulting. We will keep using
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Any idea what's happening? A: This was a glitch on MSFT servers, it is fixed now. UFC 160: Overeem vs. Silva Main Card Will Be the Stakes This week’s UFC 160 main card is loaded with top contenders, and while it hasn’t been announced by the UFC, it’s safe to assume that the main bout is Jon
Jones vs. Chael Sonnen for the light-heavyweight title. Heading into this weekend’s show, there’s only one major title fight that MMA fans shouldn’t take for granted. Anderson Silva vs. Dan Henderson for the middleweight championship was always the front-runner, but with the injury to Chris

Weidman’s knee, the rematch has become the number one contender. Check out these three fighters who could benefit from a main-event showdown. Jon Jones vs. Chael Sonnen With Jon Jones being one of the most talented boxers to ever compete in MMA, it seems only right that the UFC would
showcase the competition against the man considered to be the greatest Muay Thai fighter in the history of the sport. While his UFC resume is anything but shabby, Sonnen’s last three fights have been disappointing. But if the former champion wants to bounce back, he can’t deny the home

crowd by losing to Jones. His only real obstacle would be fighting inside the Octagon, where Jones wouldn’t have to worry about a leg kick. Jones, on the other hand, would be able to handle any takedowns, floor, or head and neck sweeps by Sonnen. However, what gives Jon Jones a slight edge is
his ability to finish fights. Jones is known for his freakish strength and brutal finish rate, and the rematch would be a good test for Sonnen. Luke Rockhold vs. Michael Bisping Luke Rockhold is built like a tank, but he may struggle against Michael Bisping. When Bisping fought Tim Boetsch, he was

able to outpoint the 155-pound champ, and it was because Bisping gave up takedowns. Fighting in his home country could be a factor for Bisping, but Rockhold is too quick for him and has too much wrestling and a strong shot. Bisping’s takedown defense is always questionable 6d1f23a050
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